
No Control

The struggled and the tangled, the wretched and the baffled, all dwell within my mindless temple. 
Just like a pandora's box of your misguided judgment, these belongings in my mind seek reincarnation 

Taking on (take on the hell among us) Destruction (of all the souls to come) 

Shedding a skin so soft, to show nothing but bone, Taking the form of every fucking evil. 
I hear the grave dirt is warm when you are close to hell. The devil's breath breathing gently at my nape 

Taking on (take on the hell among us) Destruction (of all the souls to come) 
A world of (a world of wreckage at my feet) All your pain (it will rise again) 

Show them the truth of what is real. Living a nightmare dream 

Dig up the corpse of a world that's born to rot. Enter existence with their plans for human thought. 
Grow into a breed fuelled by depravity. Throwback the corpse so the process can't repeat. 
Resistance leads to tragedy. Push away a life that has not been good to me. 
Reality awakens from its sleep, giving into madness as a new eternity 

Stuck inside the filth defecated by your mind. Take back the life that you once claimed to call yours. 
There's nothing left in this conscious nightmare that's been revealed, with madness deep inside every being 
losing control 

Taking on (take on the hell among us) Destruction (of all the souls to come) 
A world of (a world of wreckage at my feet) All your pain (it will rise again) 

Show them the truth of what is real. Living a nightmare dream 

Dig up the corpse of a world that's born to rot. Enter existence with their plans for human thought. 
Grow into a breed fuelled by depravity. Throwback the corpse so the process can't repeat. 
Resistance leads to tragedy. Push away a life that has not been good to me. 
Reality awakens from its sleep, giving into madness as a new eternity 

Mindless and meek!



Broken Sea

Bringing out your resonating skin brings out the violence deep within.
Travel the broken sea, direct your destiny
An ancient light above drowned out the king of red, taking this world for granted.
The goddesses must obey 

Bonded by fate, through time we are the gate. 
Invade the antechambers hate where courage brings out powers shame.

Do not take these grants lightly laid here by the gods 
(Searching through a sea of chambers)
The broken shores cry.
Searching for the wise unaware the life we share. 
(Drowned beneath a secret realm of)
A world we now hold in our hands

Resonating skin brings out the violence deep within.
Travel the broken sea, direct your destiny
An ancient light above drowned out the king of red, taking this world for granted.
The goddesses must obey.

I've been renamed. In this time I am the gate. 
Before your tower crumbled fear. I am the hero, Courage here.

Do not take these grants lightly laid here by the gods 
(Searching through a sea of chambers)
The broken shores cry.
Searching for the wise unaware the life we share. 
(Drowned beneath a secret realm of)
A world we now hold in our hands

Resonating skin brings out the violence deep within.
Travel the broken sea, direct your destiny
An ancient light above drowned out the king of red, taking this world for granted.
The goddesses must obey.

Lack of concious, leaves a trail. A map to hail.

Evils call. Banished time.
(We have come, We have fought)
Pieces rise, you shall fall.
(We have won)
The ocean you cursed is no longer spilt with the tears of the kingdom.

Bringing out your resonating skin brings out the violence deep within.
Travel the broken sea, direct your destiny
An ancient light above drowned out the king of red, taking this world for granted.
The goddesses will have to obey while awaiting conquered tragedy, still needing more than powers piece. 
Eternity waits.

Drown out the lion king of red. Need not fear his talking head. An aid on your epic quest. Today you will see your
true end. A slave to this time, a hero buried deep inside. All warriors with a sense of pride your winds will blow 
the gales of time.
It's Dangerous to go alone... Take this.



Climatic Death

I've seen visions of the apocalyptic world. 
I've seen earth's destruction and how it will occur. 
Unnatural warming of our planet will bring our demise. 
Climatic Death awaits us, as the temperatures rise. 

I foresee this tragedy. 

The sky opens up and rains down its fiery Hell. 
The earth cracks apart and leaves no one left to tell...
the tragic story of our self inflicted extinction. 
There's nothing left for you to do but watch it come undone. 

No escape from our ill fate. We're all dead and it's too late. 

Solar flares, melted ice. Combined with poison skies. 
Its brings climatic death and no one will survive! 
Humankind will learn forces of nature can be most unkind. 
One by one the earth destroys this man-made world while we all die! 
Greenhouse gas, carbon breath. It brings climatic death! 

The panic spreads across the globe like a disastrous wave. 
The flood water consumes the world. Our situation's grave. 
The screams of dying can be heard throughout this god-damned earth. 
Humanity is doomed to die, there will be no rebirth. 

No escape from our ill fate. We're all dead, it's too late 

Solar flares, melted ice. Combined with poison skies. 
Its brings climatic death and no one will survive! 
Humankind will learn forces of nature can be most unkind. 
One by one the earth destroys this man-made world while we all die! 
Greenhouse gas, carbon breath. It brings climatic death! 
Life destroyed, nothing left. Killed by climatic death! 

No escape from our wretched fate. We're all dead and its too late 

Solar flares, melted ice. Combined with poison skies. 
Its brings climatic death and no one will survive! 
Humankind will learn forces of nature can be most unkind. 
One by one the earth destroys this man-made world while we all die! 
Greenhouse gas, carbon breath. It brings climatic death! 
Life destroyed, nothing left. Killed by climatic death! 

Killed by climatic death!



Forsaken Souls

Breaching creature, act of nature, a silent killer inside.
Reclusive dreams of rage in turmoil brings forth asylum of mind.

Tucked away before the concept of normality, conditioned form of life conjures our reality. Existence is an art 
form created by mentality. Breaks down the facts in life that make up our humanity.

Breaching creature, act of nature, a silent killer inside.
Reclusive dreams of rage in turmoil brings forth asylum of mind. 

Total abomination.
Conjuring of hate.
Bringing us to our knees.
Tearing out of sanity.
Starved for struggled bones.
Lacerated kill count.
Judgement of forsaken souls.
Sinful cries of ending your life

The fallen stand no chance against the grip of death in his eye. 
Bringing evil for your species it's reign collapsing our time.

Passing down the pain, collapsing era gone forever. 
Nothing left to claim, a world of distraught, damaged beggars are lost in the cold wandering to find true purpose. 
Hear the wind blow all your perjuries into your conscience.

Total abomination.
Conjuring of hate.
Bringing us to our knees.
Tearing out of sanity.
Starved for struggled bones.
Lacerated kill count.
Judgement of forsaken souls.
Sinful cries of ending your life

I don't have words for this displacement deep inside. 
Finding a truth in bliss, an ego suicide.

Total abomination, (Sinful cries of...)
Bringing us to our knees. (Ending your life.)
Starved for struggled bones. (Take the judgement for your soul)
Judgement of forsaken souls (release the crawling beast in me)
Judgement of forsaken souls. (Total abomination, conjuring of hate.)



Balance of Life

(The balance of life has turned the tides. It's time to drown or it's time to rise.
Everything you do reacts to you for better or worse in the end)

Everyday you roll the dice to see if you live or if you'll die.
You take a chance every look you give, every breath you take, every word you say.
The balance of life has turned the tides. It's time to drown or it's time to rise.
Everything you do reacts to you for better or worse in the end

When put into perspective, you're part of a collective of essences, feelings, hopes, and dreams.
Then, it begins to unfold. The enlightenment

Everyday you roll the dice to see if you live or if you'll die.
You take a chance every look you give, every breath you take, every word you say.
The balance of life has turned the tides. It's time to drown or it's time to rise.
Everything you do reacts to you for better or worse in the end

Everything is insignificant. Claw and destroy. Manipulate and toy for means not really there.
Desperate, deceptive, coy, and repetitive.

Probability will eventually take its toll on everything you know
There's a certainty that your reality will reap what you've sowed.  

Everyday you roll the dice to see if you live or if you'll die.
You take a chance every look you give, every breath you take, every word you say.
The balance of life has turned the tides. It's time to drown or it's time to rise.
Everything you do reacts to you for better or worse in the end

Goals worth nothing. Lost and alone in the vacuum of mind and space.
It's hard to breathe, hard to see, hard to be.
But it's all worth nothing in the end.

Probability will eventually take its toll on everything you know
There's a certainty that your reality will reap what you've sowed.  

Everyday you roll the dice to see if you live or if you'll die.
You take a chance every look you give, every breath you take, every word you say.
The balance of life has turned the tides. It's time to drown or it's time to rise.
Everything you do reacts to you for better or worse in the end



The Long Road

Every life pays a price. A toll for walking here among the tortured saints and the wise. 
Knowledge of their deep depression. 
Beaten down through long existence, breaking out of timely torment, breeding into massive herds of self 
absorbing mindless freaks. 
Leaving tales of the past, legends of a nasty spell. Recognition of your curses leading to your rotted shell.

This road (leading our heavy lives.)
Stretched on (to knowledge deep inside)

Punished kind bent of mind, destroyed by your new born nature. 
Careless lies end your intentions to guide believers. 
Gripping all your fierce emotion, ripping your dead soul in motion, decreasing your progress relating your blood 
to massive slugs. 
Wasted time never lies, breeding more with less in mind. Eradicate the one who started this bloodline.

This road (leading our heavy lives.)
Stretched on (to knowledge deep inside)
The toll (we've paid to walk this line)
(I'll take this time to reflect your lies)

Reach to darkness, repair it. Learning to redirect carelessness inside your head.

Hold your heads high. It's our true life. Reach into this world gone dry, break down the walls between you and I.

This road (leading our heavy lives.)
Stretched on (to knowledge deep inside)
The toll (we've paid to walk this line)
(I'll take this time to reflect your lies)

Reach to darkness, repair it. Learning to redirect carelessness inside your head. Ignorant, jaded bliss. living 
through timely torment. Bring out the blessed wreck that use to be your life's respect.



Eternal Darkness

Destined to rise and fall, a path to hell below us all. Conquer the chilling grip of cold forever clinging to your soul.
My bleeding eyes see weakness in your disguise. All consequence unending. Life sustaining, slowly draining.

Death shepherds true words of twilight. Take to leading with his hand. Taken to his place in madness to reap the
name you're given.

You live to die. Take on his fuckin' face tonight. Bringer of Fear, you can't escape the call you hear. Numbered 
decaying days, until your conscious wastes away. Become dead flesh that brings upon eternal darkness.

Search for the unevolved, amongst the path that you once crawled. Reborn to harness you as old; in silence 
taken to the cold. My bleeding eyes still see weakness in your disguise. Brought to life by darkness, death was 
once a soul just like us.

Death shepherds true words of twilight. Take to leading with his hand. Reaching to the wrong direction, stuck 
inside this empty hell.

You live to die. Take on his fuckin' face tonight. Bringer of Fear, you can't escape the call you hear. Numbered 
decaying days, until your conscious wastes away. Become dead flesh that brings upon eternal darkness.

(Calling)
Your regrets fuel his tears.
(Falling)
Into his wretched crying leer.
(Reaping)
The ego that you always feared.
Becoming all that evil is until the reckoning of all.

You live to die. Take on his fuckin' face tonight. Bringer of Fear, you can't escape the call you hear. Numbered 
decaying days, until your conscious wastes away. Become dead flesh that brings upon eternal darkness.



Supernova Silhouette

Wisdom follows, drown your sorrows in the drought of all your hollows. 
New unhallowed built in bellows. Burning light emerging shadows.
Take over the world you know. Embers smoulder in the cold. 
The past no longer has a hold, on this place now unborn. 
The focus on the old is torn and from this memory new return.

Figures emerge from all that burns. The leaders of your new world.

During the falling process of the sun, fire burns existence of humans. 
From knowledge few things left remain, creates the question for the blank. 
Newly evolved created a race. All species redeveloped. 
All sense of pain, no war of hate, planet of empty canvas.

We are the sentient revival here. Crawled out beneath this chaos nothing left just amnesia.
We are recovered angels of your death. Brought back with memory specifics to lead your path to legion.

The forging of a new born sun, rebirth eternal damnation. See the light we are the ones who bring around your 
faith in blood. The hammer falls until the dawn, it breaks new day for all who come.

Regurgitate the consumption of all that drives your rebellion.

The supernova silhouette burns on. Reclaim the place you called home. The light of life eradicates your soul.

Smoulder, swelter in the sun. Destructive deceit in your retreat.

he supernova silhouette burns on. The light of life eradicates your soul.

Burn, cry, take this life. Life grows from this wasteland of your ruins take on your fate.

Crawling through the ash of darkness, bringing turmoil to its end. 
Reaching through this hollow harvest to begin ignition of our plan.

Finding truth in fall to madness, climbing over this divide. 
Now emerge from calls of purpose

Forwarding the warning signs. Joining forces for divine. 
Approach this chaos with no caution to restore the growth of your hindsight.

Reaching forth with willful purpose, no more recede in this life, carry on this mark of darkness believe this world 
harbours your torture.

Reborn. The image of your true redemptions been torn to shredded mess of ash and flesh. Reach on, into the 
rebirth of our sun. Behold, the prodigy of new resistance shows the path to lead.



Line Em Up 

Break out the whiskey bottle, its time to fuckin rage! 
Lets crack it open and we'll make it rain. 
The liquor fuels the fire and keeps us burning bright. 
We'll line em up and drink em down until the sunlight! 

Gather your change and grab another round. 
Its time to line em up and drink em all down. 
We're about ready to take over this town, 
so prepare for the worst cuz we'll burn it to the ground! 

Catching a second wind before you start to fade. 
It lifts you up right when you thought your bed was almost made. 
A little pick me up will keep you feeling woke. 
Sometimes you have to mix the whiskey with a lil coke! 

Gather your change and grab another round. 
Its time to line em up and drink em all down. 
We're about ready to take over this town, 
so prepare for the worst cuz you know what's going down. 
Gather your change and grab another round. 
Its to line em up and drink em all down. 
We're about ready to take over this town, 
so prepare for the worst cuz we'll burn it to the ground! 

Swerving, swaying, staggering around. One step away from calling face down. 
Loaded to capacity, one too many rounds. Shit faced drunk with your eyelids half down. 
Swerving, swaying, staggering around. One step away from falling face down. 
Loaded to capacity, one too many rounds. Belligerent, fucked up, falling face down 

Line em up, drink em down, order up another round. 
3 of Crown, 2 of Jack, line em up and knock em back. 
Smoking bongs in between might turn your complexion green. 
So line em up, knock em back, keep those glasses coming back! 

Line em up and knock em back 

Another whiskey bottle to quench our endless thirst. 
More liquor is needed to keep behaviour at its worst. 
Straight shots and mixing drinks, engaging in hi jinx. 
Its nights like this that keep our mind from sliding off the brink! 

Gather your change and grab another round. 
Its time to line em up and drink em all down. 
We're about ready to take over this town, 
so prepare for the worst cuz you know what's going down. 
Gather your change and grab another round. 
Its to line em up and drink em all down. 
We're about ready to take over this town, 
so prepare for the worst cuz we'll burn it to the ground! 

Swerving, swaying, staggering around. One step away from calling face down. 
Loaded to capacity, one too many rounds. Shit faced drunk with your eyelids half down. 
Swerving, swaying, staggering around. One step away from falling face down. 
Loaded to capacity, one too many rounds. Belligerent, fucked up, falling face down 

 Line em up, motherfucker grab the next round!


